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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a network-based model to attempt to connect modern
macroeconomic theory with real world economic observations and trends. We find that
by extending macroeconomic theory with credit leveraging/deleveraging thresholds, we
are able to explain economic cycles in addition to long-term growth. Furthermore, we
specifically explore the growth-inflation view of the macro economy as a basis for
optimal portfolio construction and efficient asset trading. Connecting our network-based
macroeconomic model and our optimal portfolio construction algorithm, we create a
novel macroeconomic asset-trading framework.
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PREFACE

I love algorithmic problem solving, computer science, and quantitative finance.
Therefore, it comes at no surprise that I chose the topic touching all of these fields for my
Engineering Thesis. I started this thesis thinking it would be a prediction of FED rate
decisions, but it morphed into something much bigger: an attempt at connecting and
rationalizing real world macro-economies.
In order to tackle such a large problem, I had to get help from my strong support
group. First of all, I have to thank Professor Eugene Santos Jr. from the Thayer School of
Engineering for giving me the resources, advice, and guidance to carry out my research.
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Bayesian Inference throughout my research. Finally, I’d like to thank my friends and
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INTRODUCTION

Modern macroeconomic theory is understood as a collection of abstract models
explaining disjointed pieces of the macroeconomic universe. For example, the Solow
model focuses on physical and human capital applied to growth, but is not particularly
useful in explaining economic downturns while the Credit Cycle Model focuses on
economic downturns but fails to take into consideration economic growth in the longterm.
In this paper, we hope to address this deficiency in modern macroeconomic
theory using a network-based knowledge model. We build this model by combining
several models within the macroeconomic universe, and the build upon existing
macroeconomic knowledge by introducing a credit leveraging/deleveraging threshold
mechanism.
Next, we dilute our model into a growth and inflation view of the economy, and
show how we can construct optimally efficient portfolios using operations research
techniques within this growth/inflation view of the economy. Thus, armed with our
network-based macroeconomic model and optimal portfolio construction techniques, we
have a novel global-macroeconomic asset-trading framework.
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DATA

Equity returns data comes from CRSP and COMPUSTAT databases.
Macroeconomic indicator data comes from fred.stlouisfed.org. Index returns data comes
from NASDAQ returns on yahoo.com. Daily equity returns data comes from
barchart.com. Corporate bond returns and government bond returns data comes from
fred.stlouisfed.org. Other ETF fund returns data comes from yahoo.com.
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THEORY AND MODELS

Modern macroeconomic theory tells us that GDP is a reflection of both the
expenditure and income within a country’s borders.1 In addition, as income increases,
consumption also increases. Furthermore, as consumption increases, corporations have
higher revenue streams, which in accordance with market efficiency, means higher
corporate profits. Based on discounted cash flow valuation, higher corporate profits
means better equity performance.2 Furthermore, better equity performance means higher
private investment, either through actual efficient distribution of capital, or through
investor fear of missing out on high returns.3
Additionally, consumption also feeds into GDP, because GDP is also a reflection
of expenditure in addition to income.4 Private investment also feeds into GDP in the long
term because according to the Solow model, long-term growth is linked to technological
advances, and technology advances as private investment increases.5 Next, consumption
and private investment are negatively associated because there is only a limited amount
of liquidity within the world.
As consumption increases, inflation also increases, which causes price levels to
go up. As prices increase, interest rates increase because the Fed tries to tighten the
economy to lower inflation.6 As interest rates increase, private investment actually goes

1

“Gross Domestic Product”
Rama-Poccia, 2018
3
Ramkumar, 2019
4
“Gross Domestic Product”
5
Quinn, 2013
6
Smialek, 2019
2
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down because investors flood into debt markets rather than equity markets. Figure 1
shows the above-mentioned models within a single network.

Figure 1
Macroeconomic Network Based On Modern Macroeconomic Models

Next, we introduce the idea of credit cycles by building a credit supply and
demand into credit deleveraging likelihood measures. Credit supply is positively
correlated with GDP growth, as additional income reflects additional credit supply.
Credit demand is positively associated with consumption, as consumption drives
borrowing. Credit shortage is a measure of how much credit there is left in the economy,
and is calculated based on equation 1.
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Equation 1.
Calculation of Credit Shortage Based on Credit Supply and Demand
!"#$%&!"#$%& − !"##$%!"#$%&
!"##$%!"#$%&
From this credit shortage, we can find a credit deleveraging likelihood, which tells
us how likely GDP will correct due to lack of available credit in the economy. Figure 2
shows this credit deleveraging likelihood built into our macroeconomic network.

Figure 2
Macroeconomic Network With Credit Deleveraging Built In
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There are two different credit cycles within the economy: long-term credit
cycles and short-term credit cycles. It is though that long-term credit cycles are affected
by public/government borrowing while short-term credit cycles are affected by private
borrowing. Therefore, we append credit-deleveraging cycles for both long-term credit
cycles and short-term credit cycles to our macroeconomic network. Figure 3 shows this
final network.

Figure 3
Macroeconomic Network With Long-Term and Short-Term Credit Deleveraging
Built In

Now that we have a network model with which to generate forward predictions of
macroeconomic indicators, the next logical step is to generate a trading algorithm to take
advantage of this forward predictive power. Based on a Bridgewater Associates white
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paper explaining the All Weather portfolio strategy, only growth and inflation risk matter
for asset risk analysis in the long run.7 Both projected growth and inflation can easily be
calculated from our network model projections, and so we can easily use the growth
inflation view of the world as a baseline framework upon which we build a trade
optimization algorithm on.

7

https://www.bridgewater.com/resources/all-weather-story.pdf
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A: Bayesian Inference Application To Macroeconomic Machine Modeling
We first try to apply Bayesian inference to our network macroeconomic model.
We allow each macroeconomic indicator to be one of 3 states: ‘high’, ‘mid’, or ‘low’.
‘High’ indicates that the macroeconomic indicator has a change that is high, ‘mid’
indicates that the macroeconomic indicator has a change that is medium, and ‘low’
indicates that the macroeconomic indicator has a change that is low. We then write
chained rules reflecting the model in figure 3. We include these rules in the appendix A.
Upon attempting to run Bayesian Inference on our network macroeconomic
model, we faced computation constraints. To observe all relevant cycles, we expected to
have to iterate over about 200 years of data, and with a time step of 1 day, we then need
about 73000 time steps of data. With 500 total network rules, doing a breadth first search
in Bayesian Inference meant that we had to run on the order of 500^73000 nodes, and
with O(n+m) runtime, this meant on the order of 500^146000 comparisons. This was
obviously beyond the computational capacity of our machines, so we decided to try
another approach: generating changes not just by state of change, but rather by Gaussian
approximations to state changes.

B: Statistical Network Application To Macroeconomic Machine Modeling
We implement the network macroeconomic model from Figure 3 into a statistical
network by using Gaussians to approximate the randomness of change within markets
and economies. Previous states of the economic network affect the mean and standard
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deviation of the Gaussian approximations to state changes, which then predict the next
states of the economic network. Furthermore, we use US economics data as constants to
initialize our statistical network. We step through the network states with a time step of 1
day and find that the network economic model we proposed does seem to explain both
economic downturns and long-term growth.
Figure 4 shows 20 years of economic predictive data, and we see that there are
short-term economic downturns present within the predictive model. Figure 5 shows 200
years of economic predictive data, and we see that there are long-term economic
downturns present within the predictive model.

Figure 4
Statistical Network Forward Prediction Out To 20 Years
GDP (USD)

Short-Term Economic
Downturn

Time (Years)
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Figure 5
Statistical Network Forward Prediction Out To 200 Years
GDP (USD)

Long-Term Economic
Downturns

Time (Years)

Table 1 shows the average period of the short-term and long-term economic
downturns after running our model 500 times. These are consistent with observations of
modern economies, which show short-term credit cycles with periods around 7-10 years
and long-term credit cycles with periods around 80-100 years. Our model predicts shortterm credit cycles with periods around 12.6 years and long-term credit cycles with
periods around 83.7 years, sufficiently close to what we observe in modern economies.
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Table 1
Period of Short-Term and Long-Term Credit Cycles
Average Period
Observations

Short-Term Credit Cycles
12.6 years
(1.46 years)
500

Long-Term Credit Cycles
83.7 years
(5.22 years)
500

Figure 6 shows 1000 years of economic predictive data, and we see that there is a
trend of long-term growth within the predictive model. Therefore, it seems that our
network can explain long-term economic growth, short-term credit cycles, and long-term
economic cycles.

Figure 6
Statistical Network Forward Prediction Out To 200 Years
GDP (USD)

Long-Term Growth

Time (Years)
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Table 2 shows the average growth rates of several macroeconomic indicators
within our model. They are highly consistent with observations from modern economies,
with GDP, consumption, and private investment all growing around 2.5% annually,
equity value growing around 7.5% annually, prices growing around 3% annually, and
interest rates not significantly changing much over time (but rather fluctuating around the
rate of inflation as well). Therefore, it seems that our network model does not deviate
strongly from what a real economy would expect in terms of macroeconomic indicators.

Table 2
Growth Rates of Macroeconomic Indicators
Growth Rate
0.0258***
(0.00177)
0.0234***
(0.00267)
0.0756***
(0.01390)
0.0335***
(0.00083)
-0.00218
(0.00852)
0.0273***
(0.00042)
500

GDP
Consumption
Equity Value
Price Level
Interest Rate
Private Investment
Observations

C: Operations Research Application To Optimal Portfolio Construction
To generate optimal trades in order to construct an efficient portfolio, we first run
our network macroeconomic model from figure 3 enough times to generate a
probabilistic view of what could happen in the future. Once we have this, we can use
linear programming to solve for an optimal portfolio composition in different economic
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conditions given liquidity constraints. Then, we can use sensitivity analysis to figure out
how much the average returns for different asset classes in different economic conditions
can change while still keeping the optimal portfolio composition the same.
As proof of concept, we generate a probabilistic view of what could happen in the
future using Markov chains here. This is not as effective as applying our network
macroeconomic model, but is easy to use and does not take too much computation power.
Table 3 shows the Markov chain transition matrix from one economic state to the next
economic state.

Table 3. Transition Matrix From One Economic State to the Next Economic State
(first High/Low applies to growth and second High/Low applies to inflation)
Minimum = 0%

High High

High Low

Low High

Low Low

High High

0.56034

0.10345

0.29310

0.04310

High Low

0.23529

0.43137

0.17647

0.15686

Low High

0.40230

0.09195

0.42529

0.08046

Low Low

0.16129

0.29032

0.19355

0.35484

With this transition matrix, we then found the stationary matrix by raising the
transition matrix to a high power. This is reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Stationary Matrix From One Economic State to the Next Economic State
(first High/Low applies to growth and second High/Low applies to inflation)
Minimum = 0%

High High

High Low

Low High

Low Low

High High

0.19601

0.08530

0.14358

0.05174

High Low

0.19601

0.08530

0.14358

0.05174

Low High

0.19601

0.08530

0.14358

0.05174

Low Low

0.19601

0.08530

0.14358

0.05174
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In situations where we know details about current growth and inflation, we can
use the transition matrix to find the probabilities for the next state, and in situations where
we do not know details about current growth and inflation, we can use the stationary
matrix to find the probabilities for the next state. Again, this should not be as effective as
applying our network macroeconomic model, but is enough to show proof of concept for
operations research based optimal portfolio construction.
Next, we need to start to allocate risk based on probable next state of the
economy. Using the asset allocation chart in Figure 7 (taken from the Bridgewater white
paper mentioned above), we are first given a hint at which asset classes are exposed to
what risk.8

Figure 7. Bridgewater White Paper All Weather Asset Class Risk Allocation Chart

8

https://www.bridgewater.com/resources/all-weather-story.pdf
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We then choose readily available securities to proxy for asset classes. The
securities we use are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Security Proxies for the Different Asset Classes, Chosen on Basis of
Availability to the Average Investor
Asset Class
Equities
Commodities
Corporate Credit
Nominal Bonds
IL Bonds
EM Credit

Security Proxy
NASDAQ Composite Index
Producer Price Index for all Commodities
Moody’s AAA Corporate Bond Yield
US Treasury 10-year Bond CMR
US Treasury 30-year IL BOND YTM
CofAML EM Corporate Plus Index

Source
FRED9
FRED
FRED
FRED
FRED
FRED

We run the regression specified by equation 2 on these security proxies to find
their corresponding risk factor exposures to growth and inflation, reported in Table 6.
Equation 2. Growth Inflation Model Regression Equation

!"#$!%!""#$ = !!,!""#$ + !!"#$%&!'",!""#$ ∗ !"##$!"#$%&!'" + !!"#$%!,!""#$
∗ !"##$!"#$%! + !!""#$
Table 6. Regression Results for Returns on Growth and Inflation Dummy Variables
Based on Equation 1 (standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1)
Variables

Equities

Commodities

Growth

0.0273**
(0.0136)
-0.0175
(0.0176)
0.0263
(0.0175)
189
0.026

-0.000338
(0.00186)
0.0188***
(0.00202)
-0.00564***
(0.00206)
286
0.234

Inflation
Constant
Observations
R2

9

Corporate
Credit
0.00120
(0.00305)
0.0274***
(0.00332)
0.0439***
(0.00338)
286
0.194

https://fred.stlouisfed.org
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Nominal
Bonds
0.00431
(0.00355)
0.0282***
(0.00429)
0.0373***
(0.00440)
227
0.164

IL Bonds

EM Credit

0.00245
(0.00272)
0.00467
(0.00286)
0.0151***
(0.00273)
82
0.039

0.00559
(0.00813)
0.0120
(0.0863)
0.00748
(0.00810)
78
0.030

This regression analysis differs slightly from the growth inflation model put forth
by Bridgewater Associates, but this difference can be attributed to the fact that we only
used high and low dummy variables to measure levels of growth and inflation. We could
also try to use more stratified levels, but with only about ~200 data points of quarterly
economic data. Once we use our network macroeconomic model, we can stratify this
down to daily data, which will make it easier for us to get more data points.
From our regressions, we find that when growth is high, we should long equities,
and when growth is low, we should short equities. Using this strategy, we can potentially
capture up to 2.73% more beta. Additionally, when inflation is high, we should long
corporate credit (because corporate credit has the highest constant plus inflation dummy
variable coefficient value), and when inflation is low, we should short commodities
(because commodities have the lowest constant minus inflation dummy variable
coefficient value). However, these strategies are just from observing the regression
coefficients. In order to get a better idea of what to do, we actually need to solve an
optimization problem. The following are assumptions for our optimization problem:
1. We can only leverage up to 100% of our existing cash (That is, we can borrow
up to 1x more than our existing cash value).
2. We want to maximize the amount of return we can achieve.
3. Given we have controlled for growth and inflation, we do not care about any
other risk in the long term, and so we do not have to worry about risk, only
returns.
4. When the coefficient in the regression table is not significant, we assign the
coefficient as 0
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5. We can short assets up to 1x our existing cash value
6. If we short an asset, we can then reallocate the money we received for the
short into a long position
Given these assumptions, Problem Statement 1 is our optimization problem/linear
program (for different market conditions, where g is a dummy variable for growth and i is
a dummy variable for inflation).

Problem Statement 1. Linear Programming Problem for Portfolio
Optimization in Different Economic States (“g” is a dummy variable for high
growth and “i” is a dummy variable for high inflation)
Let:
a = percent of portfolio assigned long to equities
b = percent of portfolio assigned long to commodities
c = percent of portfolio assigned long to corporate credit
d = percent of portfolio assigned long to nominal bonds
e = percent of portfolio assigned long to IL bonds
f = percent of portfolio assigned long to EM credit
an = percent of portfolio assigned short to equities
bn = percent of portfolio assigned short to commodities
cn = percent of portfolio assigned short to corporate credit
dn = percent of portfolio assigned short to nominal bonds
en = percent of portfolio assigned short to IL bonds
fn = percent of portfolio assigned short to EM credit

Optimization Function (Maximize):
z = (0.0372*g)*a + (0.0188*i-0.00564)*b + (0.0274*i+0.0439)*c +
(0.0282*i+0.0373)*d + (0.0151)*e + 0*f + (-0.0372*g)*an + (0.0188*i+0.00564)*bn + (-0.0274*i-0.0439)*cn + (-0.0282*i-0.0373)*dn + (0.0151)*en + 0*fn

Constraints:
a+b+c+d+e+f-an-bn-cn-dn-en-fn ≤ 2, an+bn+cn+dn+en+fn ≤ 1

Non-negativity Constraints:

a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, d ≥ 0, e ≥ 0, f ≥ 0, an ≥ 0, bn ≥ 0, cn ≥ 0, dn ≥ 0, en ≥ 0, fn ≥ 0

Solving this optimization problem using the simplex method for each of the
economic states we are interested in (work can be found in Appendix B), we get the
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results reported in Table 7 (first High/Low is for growth, second High/Low is for
inflation).

Table 7. Linear Programming Results for Problem Statement 1, Solved Using the
Simplex Method (see Appendix B for work)
State

Equities

Commodities

High High
High Low
Low High
Low Low

0
0
0
0

0
-1.0
0
-1.0

Corporate
Credit
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Nominal
Bonds
0
0
0
0

IL Bonds

EM Credit

0
0
0
0

-1.0
0
-1.0
0

Using sensitivity analysis, we find the ranges of average returns that each
category could have and still give the same optimization results for each economic state
(work can be found in Appendix C). The results are reported in Table 8.

Table 8. Sensitivity Analysis Results for Solved Linear Program Stated in Problem
Statement 1 (see Appendix C for work, r is the average return for the corresponding
asset class in the different economic conditions that still give the same optimization
results as found in Table 7)
State

Equities

Commodities

High High

0 ≤ r ≤ 0.0713

High Low

-0.00564 ≤ r ≤
0.0439
0 ≤ r ≤ 0.0713

Low High
Low Low

-0.00564 ≤ r ≤
0.0439

Nominal
Bonds
0 ≤ r ≤ 0.0713

IL Bonds

EM Credit

0 ≤ r ≤ 0.0713

Corporate
Credit
0.0655 ≤ r

0 ≤ r ≤ 0.0713

0.0151 ≤ r

r≤0

0.0373 ≤ r

0 ≤ r ≤ 0.0713

0.0655 ≤ r

-0.00564 ≤ r ≤
0.0439
0 ≤ r ≤ 0.0713

-0.00564 ≤ r ≤
0.0439
0 ≤ r ≤ 0.0713

-0.00564 ≤
r ≤ 0.0439
0≤r

r≤0

0.0373 ≤ r

-0.00564 ≤ r ≤
0.0439

-0.00564 ≤ r ≤
0.0439

-0.00564 ≤
r ≤ 0.0439

We now check to see how our model performs. We back test our model against
the last 20 years or so of data from the US, and get returns that average 14.31% per
quarter with a standard deviation of 4.45%. As a sanity check, we take a look at a 4x
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leverage of the S&P. Assuming returns of 10% a year for the S&P (2.41% per quarter),
we can leverage this up 4x to get a return of 9.65% per quarter. This is slightly less than
the return we achieve with the growth inflation model, which makes sense because the
growth inflation model should give us better returns than a passive investment into the
S&P. Figure 8 shows how we perform against market indices and leveraged market
indices.

Figure 8. Graph of Growth Inflation Model Returns vs. Relevant Market Indices
and Leveraged Market Indices

Model Returns on Initial $1 Investment
35000

Returns ($)

30000

Growth Inflation Model

25000
20000

NASDAQ

15000
10000
5000
3/1/13

9/1/11

3/1/10

9/1/08

3/1/07

9/1/05

3/1/04

9/1/02

3/1/01

9/1/99

3/1/98

3/1/95

9/1/96

0

1x NASDAQ Composite
(Market Exposure)
4x NASDAQ Composite
(Market Exposure)
4x S&P Average (No
Market Exposure)

Date (MDY)

Our trade optimization algorithm performs well against test data, and notably
outperforms market indices during the 2000’s Internet bubble crash and the 2008 housing
bubble crash. Furthermore, the growth inflation model gives us a Sharpe ratio of 3.22,
which is competitive against the best money managers in the world. However, a caveat is
that we back tested our model against data that was part of the training set for the Markov
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chain and linear program. Fortunately, we can apply our network macroeconomic model
in place of the Markov chain analysis. We repeat the above optimal trade-generating
algorithm with our network macroeconomic model in place of the Markov chain analysis
and report the returns in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Graph of Growth Inflation Model Returns vs. Relevant Market Indices
Using the Network Macroeconomic Model

4.5
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3
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2
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1
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0
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11/1/97

7/1/96

Growth Inflation Model
3/1/95

Returns ($)

Model Returns on Initial $1 Investment

1x NASDAQ Composite
(Market Exposure)

Date (MDY)

These returns are a lot more reasonable, as they are generated using data from
previous years as training data rather than current data as training data (which was
partially done with the Markov chain analysis). Again we outperform in both the 2000’s
Internet bubble crash and the 2008 housing bubble crash, and beat the NASDAQ index
over the last 20 years. However, the Sharpe ratio of this does not seem to be as good at
just 0.343.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We have designed a network model capable of capturing both economic growth
and economic cycles/downturns. With this model, we can forecast different possible
outcomes of the economy. By distilling this information down to the most important
long-term risk factors, growth and inflation, we can then apply our trade optimization
algorithm to construct an efficient portfolio. With this, we are able to generate high
returns, but with a relatively unimpressive Sharpe ratio.
We believe that this forward predicting economic and trading framework can be
extended past just simple macroeconomic indicators. We can potentially use such
techniques to also model market structure and anomalies such as daily reversals, PEAD,
and momentum. Furthermore, we can extend our trading algorithm to include other
macroeconomic and market indicators and risks outside of just growth and inflation.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Requests for code can be made to Richard.J.Yang.19@Dartmouth.Edu. Stata code
was primarily used for data analysis and regression calculations, Java code was used for
data treatment/extraction and modeling, and Matlab code was used for modeling.
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APPENDIX A: BAYESIAN INFERENCE RULES
Priors:
('Consumption', 'high')|[]; 0.2; (0,1)
('Consumption', 'mid') |[]; 0.75; (0,1)
('Consumption', 'low') |[]; 0.05; (0,1)
('GDP', 'high')|[];0.3 ; (0,1)
('GDP', 'mid') |[];0.69; (0,1)
('GDP', 'low') |[];0.01; (0,1)
('PI', 'high') |[];0.02; (0,1)
('PI', 'mid') |[];0.96; (0,1)
('PI', 'low') |[];0.02; (0,1)
('PI6to40', 'high') | [];0.02; (0,1)
('PI6to40', 'mid') | [];0.96; (0,1)
('PI6to40', 'low') | [];0.02; (0,1)
('EP', 'high') |[];0.33; (0,1)
('EP', 'mid') | []; 0.65; (0,1)
('EP', 'low') | []; 0.02; (0,1)
('CP', 'high') |[]; 0.02; (0,1)
('CP', 'mid') | []; 0.96; (0,1)
('CP', 'low') | []; 0.02; (0,1)
('PC', 'high') |[]; 0.1 ; (0,1)
('PC', 'mid') | []; 0.88; (0,1)
('PC', 'low') | []; 0.02; (0,1)
('IR', 'high') |[]; 0.03; (0,1)
('IR', 'mid') | []; 0.94; (0,1)
('IR', 'low') | []; 0.03; (0,1)
('CS', 'high') |[]; 0.03; (0,1)
('CS', 'mid') | []; 0.94; (0,1)
('CS', 'low') | []; 0.03; (0,1)
('CD', 'high') |[]; 0.5; (0,1)
('CD', 'mid') | []; 0.48; (0,1)
('CD', 'low') | []; 0.02; (0,1)
('CSh', 'high') |[]; 0.2; (0,1)
('CSh', 'mid') | []; 0.6; (0,1)
('CSh', 'low') | []; 0.2; (0,1)
('CDL', 'high') |[]; 0.02; (0,1)
('CDL', 'mid') | []; 0.28; (0,1)
('CDL', 'low') | []; 0.7; (0,1)

Rules:
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.75; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.22; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.03; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.65; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.55; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
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('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'low')]; 0.8; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.65; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.6; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.55; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.05; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'mid')]; 0.85; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.04; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.04; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.04; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.04; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.04; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.04; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'high')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'mid')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.04; (0,inf)
('GDP', 'low')| [(-3, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low'), (-1, 'CDL', 'high')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.9; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.05; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.05; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.8; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.12; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.08; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.6; (0,inf)
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('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.85; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.08; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.07; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.75; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.55; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.275; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.175; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.75; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.65; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'high'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.75; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.65; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.6; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.325; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.275; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.6; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.225; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.175; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.275; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.225; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'mid'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.55; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
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('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.325; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.475; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.225; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high')]; 0.375; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.275; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid')]; 0.425; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'high')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'mid')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('Consumption', 'low')| [(-90, 'GDP', 'low'), (-90, 'CP', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('CP', 'high')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.98; (0,inf)
('CP', 'mid')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('CP', 'low')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('CP', 'high')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.93; (0,inf)
('CP', 'mid')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.05; (0,inf)
('CP', 'low')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('CP', 'high')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.85; (0,inf)
('CP', 'mid')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.13; (0,inf)
('CP', 'low')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'high'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('CP', 'high')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('CP', 'mid')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.55; (0,inf)
('CP', 'low')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('CP', 'high')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('CP', 'mid')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.6; (0;inf)
('CP', 'low')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0;inf)
('CP', 'high')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('CP', 'mid')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.6; (0;inf)
('CP', 'low')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'mid'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('CP', 'high')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.07; (0,inf)
('CP', 'mid')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.18; (0,inf)
('CP', 'low')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.75; (0,inf)
('CP', 'high')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.05; (0,inf)
('CP', 'mid')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('CP', 'low')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.8; (0;inf)
('CP', 'high')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.03; (0,inf)
('CP', 'mid')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.12; (0,inf)
('CP', 'low')| [(-60, 'Consumption', 'low'), (-548, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.85; (0,inf)
('EP', 'high')| [(-90, 'CP', 'high')]; 0.85; (0,inf)
('EP', 'mid')| [(-90, 'CP', 'high')]; 0.12; (0,inf)
('EP', 'low')| [(-90, 'CP', 'high')]; 0.03; (0,inf)
('EP', 'high')| [(-90, 'CP', 'high')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('EP', 'mid')| [(-90, 'CP', 'high')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('EP', 'low')| [(-90, 'CP', 'high')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('EP', 'high')| [(-90, 'CP', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('EP', 'mid')| [(-90, 'CP', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('EP', 'low')| [(-90, 'CP', 'high')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
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('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.6; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.28; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.12; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'low'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.6; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.325; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.175; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.25; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.175; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.425; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'mid'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
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('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.375; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.225; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'high'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.3; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'mid'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.15; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.45; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.075; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.425; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('PI', 'high')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('PI', 'mid')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.38; (0,inf)
('PI', 'low')| [(-90, 'IR', 'high'), (-90, 'EP', 'low'), (-3, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.6; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'high')| [(-1, 'PI', 'high'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 1; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'high')| [(-1, 'PI', 'high'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.025; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'mid')| [(-1, 'PI', 'high'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.975; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'mid')| [(-1, 'PI', 'high'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.05; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'low')| [(-1, 'PI', 'high'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'high')| [(-1, 'PI', 'mid'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.975; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'mid')| [(-1, 'PI', 'mid'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.025; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'mid')| [(-1, 'PI', 'mid'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 1; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'mid')| [(-1, 'PI', 'mid'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.025; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'low')| [(-1, 'PI', 'mid'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 0.975; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'high')| [(-1, 'PI', 'low'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'mid')| [(-1, 'PI', 'low'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'high')]; 0.05; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'mid')| [(-1, 'PI', 'low'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.975; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'low')| [(-1, 'PI', 'low'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'mid')]; 0.025; (0,inf)
('PI6to40', 'low')| [(-1, 'PI', 'low'), (-90, 'PI6to40', 'low')]; 1; (0,inf)
('PC', 'high')| [(-365, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.9; (0,inf)
('PC', 'mid')| [(-365, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.08; (0,inf)
('PC', 'low')| [(-365, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('PC', 'high')| [(-365, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.6; (0,inf)
('PC', 'mid')| [(-365, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.35; (0,inf)
('PC', 'low')| [(-365, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.05; (0,inf)
('PC', 'high')| [(-365, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('PC', 'mid')| [(-365, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('PC', 'low')| [(-365, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('IR', 'high')| [(-90, 'PC', 'high')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('IR', 'mid')| [(-90, 'PC', 'high')]; 0.28; (0,inf)
('IR', 'low')| [(-90, 'PC', 'high')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('IR', 'high')| [(-90, 'PC', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('IR', 'mid')| [(-90, 'PC', 'mid')]; 0.8; (0,inf)
('IR', 'low')| [(-90, 'PC', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('IR', 'high')| [(-90, 'PC', 'low')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('IR', 'mid')| [(-90, 'PC', 'low')]; 0.28; (0,inf)
('IR', 'low')| [(-90, 'PC', 'low')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
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('CS', 'high')| [(-30, 'GDP', 'high')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CS', 'mid')| [(-30, 'GDP', 'high')]; 0.28; (0,inf)
('CS', 'low')| [(-30, 'GDP', 'high')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('CS', 'high')| [(-30, 'GDP', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CS', 'mid')| [(-30, 'GDP', 'mid')]; 0.8; (0,inf)
('CS', 'low')| [(-30, 'GDP', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CS', 'high')| [(-30, 'GDP', 'low')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('CS', 'mid')| [(-30, 'GDP', 'low')]; 0.28; (0,inf)
('CS', 'low')| [(-30, 'GDP', 'low')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CD', 'high')| [(-30, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CD', 'mid')| [(-30, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.28; (0,inf)
('CD', 'low')| [(-30, 'Consumption', 'high')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('CD', 'high')| [(-30, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CD', 'mid')| [(-30, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.8; (0,inf)
('CD', 'low')| [(-30, 'Consumption', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CD', 'high')| [(-30, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('CD', 'mid')| [(-30, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.28; (0,inf)
('CD', 'low')| [(-30, 'Consumption', 'low')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'high')| [(-1, 'CS', 'high'), (-1, 'CD', 'high')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'high')| [(-1, 'CS', 'high'), (-1, 'CD', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'high')| [(-1, 'CS', 'high'), (-1, 'CD', 'low')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'high')| [(-1, 'CS', 'mid'), (-1, 'CD', 'high')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'high')| [(-1, 'CS', 'mid'), (-1, 'CD', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'high')| [(-1, 'CS', 'mid'), (-1, 'CD', 'low')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'high')| [(-1, 'CS', 'low'), (-1, 'CD', 'high')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'high')| [(-1, 'CS', 'low'), (-1, 'CD', 'mid')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'high')| [(-1, 'CS', 'low'), (-1, 'CD', 'low')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CS', 'high'), (-1, 'CD', 'high')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CS', 'high'), (-1, 'CD', 'mid')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CS', 'high'), (-1, 'CD', 'low')]; 0.5; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CS', 'mid'), (-1, 'CD', 'high')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CS', 'mid'), (-1, 'CD', 'mid')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CS', 'mid'), (-1, 'CD', 'low')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CS', 'low'), (-1, 'CD', 'high')]; 0.28; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CS', 'low'), (-1, 'CD', 'mid')]; 0.4; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CS', 'low'), (-1, 'CD', 'low')]; 0.7; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'low')| [(-1, 'CS', 'high'), (-1, 'CD', 'high')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'low')| [(-1, 'CS', 'high'), (-1, 'CD', 'mid')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'low')| [(-1, 'CS', 'high'), (-1, 'CD', 'low')]; 0.48; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'low')| [(-1, 'CS', 'mid'), (-1, 'CD', 'high')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'low')| [(-1, 'CS', 'mid'), (-1, 'CD', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'low')| [(-1, 'CS', 'mid'), (-1, 'CD', 'low')]; 0.2; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'low')| [(-1, 'CS', 'low'), (-1, 'CD', 'high')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'low')| [(-1, 'CS', 'low'), (-1, 'CD', 'mid')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CSh', 'low')| [(-1, 'CS', 'low'), (-1, 'CD', 'low')]; 0.1; (0,inf)
('CDL', 'high')| [(-1, 'CSh', 'high')]; 0.97; (0,inf)
('CDL', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CSh', 'high')]; 0.025; (0,inf)
('CDL', 'low')| [(-1, 'CSh', 'high')]; 0.005; (0,inf)
('CDL', 'high')| [(-1, 'CSh', 'mid')]; 0.02; (0,inf)
('CDL', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CSh', 'mid')]; 0.97; (0,inf)
('CDL', 'low')| [(-1, 'CSh', 'mid')]; 0.01; (0,inf)
('CDL', 'high')| [(-1, 'CSh', 'low')]; 0.001; (0,inf)
('CDL', 'mid')| [(-1, 'CSh', 'low')]; 0.049; (0,inf)
('CDL', 'low')| [(-1, 'CSh', 'low')]; 0.95; (0,inf)
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